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Abstract
Code search is to search reusable code snippets
from source code corpus based on natural languages queries. Deep learning-based methods
on code search have shown promising results.
However, previous methods focus on retrieval
accuracy, but lacked attention to the efficiency
of the retrieval process. We propose a novel
method CoSHC to accelerate code search with
deep hashing and code classification, aiming
to perform efficient code search without sacrificing too much accuracy. To evaluate the effectiveness of CoSHC, we apply our method
on five code search models. Extensive experimental results indicate that compared with previous code search baselines, CoSHC can save
more than 90% of retrieval time meanwhile
preserving at least 99% of retrieval accuracy.

1

Introduction

Code reuse is a common practice during software
development process. It improves programming
productivity as developers’ time and energy can be
saved by reusing existing code. According to previous studies (Brandt et al., 2009; Lv et al., 2015),
many developers tend to use natural language to
describe the functionality of desired code snippets
and search the Internet/code corpus for code reuse.
Many code search approaches (Brandt et al.,
2009; McMillan et al., 2011; Lv et al., 2015; Du
et al., 2021) have been proposed over the years.
With the rapid growth of open source code bases
and the development of deep learning technology,
recently deep learning based approaches have become popular for tackling the code search problem (Gu et al., 2018; Husain et al., 2019; Gu et al.,
2021). Some of these approaches adopt neural
network models to encode source code and query
descriptions into representation vectors in the same
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embedding space. The distance between the representation vectors whose original code or description are semantically similar should be small. Other
approaches (Feng et al., 2020; Guo et al., 2021; Du
et al., 2021) regard the code search task as a binary
classification task, and calculate the probability of
code matching the query.
In the past, deep learning-based methods focused
on retrieval accuracy, but lacked attention to the
efficiency of retrieval on large-scale code corpus.
However, both types of these deep learning-based
approaches directly rank all the source code snippets in the corpus during searching, which will
incur a large amount of computational cost. For
the approaches that separately encode code and description representation vectors, the similarity of
the target query vector with all code representation
vectors in the corpus needs to be calculated for every single retrieval. In order to pursue high retrieval
accuracy, a high dimension is often set for the representation vectors. For example, in CodeBERT, the
dimension of the final representation vector is 768.
The similarity calculation between a pair of code
and query vectors will take 768 multiplications and
768 additions between two variables with double
data type. The total calculation of single linear
scan for the whole code corpus containing around
1 million code snippets is extremely large - around
1 billion times of multiplications and additions. As
for the approaches adopting binary classification,
there is no representation vectors stored in advance
and the inference of the target token sequence with
all the description token sequences needs to be
done in real time for every single retrieval. Due
to the large number of parameters in the current
deep learning models, the computation cost will be
significant.
Hashing is a promising approach to improve the
retrieval efficiency and widely adopted in other
retrieval tasks such as image-text search and imageimage search. Hashing techniques can convert high
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dimensional vectors into low dimensional binary
hash code, which greatly reduce the cost of storage and calculation (Luo et al., 2020). Hamming
distance between two binary hash code can also
be calculated in a very efficient way by running
XOR instruction on the modern computer architectures (Wang et al., 2016). However, the performance degradation is still not avoidable during the
conversion from representation vectors to binary
hash codes even the state-of-the-art hashing models
are adopted. The tolerance of performance degradation from most users is quite low and many of
them are willing to sweep the performance with
efficiency. In order to preserve the performance
of the original code search models that adopt biencoders for the code-query encoding as much as
possible, we integrate deep hashing techniques with
code classification, which could mitigate the performance degradation of hashing model in the recall
stage by filtering out the irrelevant data.
Specifically, in this paper, we propose a novel
approach CoSHC (Accelerating Semantic Code
Search with Deep Hashing and Code Classification)
for accelerating the retrieval efficiency of deep
learning-based code search approaches. CoSHC
firstly clusters the representation vectors into different categories. It then generates binary hash codes
for both source code and queries according to the
representation vectors from the original models.
Finally, CoSHC gives the normalized prediction
probability of each category for the given query,
and then CoSHC will decide the number of code
candidates for the given query in each category
according to the probability. Comprehensive experiments have been conducted to validate the performance of the proposed approach. The evaluation
results show that CoSHC can preserve more than
99% performance of most baseline models. We
summarize the main contributions of this paper as
follows:
• We propose a novel approach, CoSHC, to improve the retrieval efficiency of previous deep
learning based approaches. CoSHC is the first
approach that adopts the recall and re-rank mechanism with the integration of code clustering and
deep hashing to improve the retrieval efficiency
of deep learning based code search models.
• We conduct comprehensive experimental evaluation on public benchmarks. The results demonstrate that CoSHC can greatly improve the retrieval efficiency meanwhile preserve almost the

same performance as the baseline models.

2
2.1

Background
Code Search

In this subsection, we briefly review some deep
learning based code search approaches. Sachdev
et al. (2018) firstly propose the neural network
based model NCS to retrieve the source code from
a large source code corpus according to the given
natural language descriptions. Cambronero et al.
(2019) propose a neural network model UNIF
based on bag-of-words, which embeds code snippets and natural language descriptions into a shared
embedding space. Gu et al. (2018) propose to
encode source code representation with API sequences, method name tokens and code tokens.
Yao et al. (2019) treat code annotation and code
search as dual tasks and utilize the generated code
annotations to improve code search performance.
Husain et al. (2019) explore different neural architectures for source code representation and discover that the self-attention model achieves the
best performance. Gu et al. (2021) extract the program dependency graph from the source code and
adopt long short term memory (LSTM) networks
to model this relationship. Feng et al. (2020) propose a pre-trained model for source code representation and demonstrate its effectiveness on the code
search task.
2.2

Deep Hashing

In this subsection, we briefly introduce some representative unsupervised cross-modal hashing methods. In order to learn a unified hash code, Ding
et al. (2014) propose to adopt collective matrix
factorization with latent factor model from different modalities to merge multiple view information
sources. Zhou et al. (2014) firstly utilize sparse
coding and matrix factorization to extract the latent
features for images and texts, respectively. Then
the learned latent semantic features are mapped to
a shared space and quantized to the binary hash
codes. Wang et al. (2014) suggest using stacked
auto-encoders to capture the intra- and inter-modal
semantic relationships of data from heterogeneous
sources. He et al. (2017) and Zhang et al. (2018)
adopt adversarial learning for cross-modal hash
codes generation. Wu et al. (2018) propose an approach named UDCMH that integrates deep learning and matrix factorization with binary latent factor models to generate binary hash codes for multi-
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modal data retrieval. By incorporating Laplacian
constraints into the objective function, UDCMH
preserve not only the nearest neighbors but also the
farthest neighbors of data. Unlike using Laplacian
constraints in the loss function, Su et al. (2019)
construct a joint-semantic affinity matrix that integrates the original neighborhood information from
different modalities to guide the learning of unified
binary hash codes.

3

Method

We propose a general framework to accelerate existing Deep Code Search (DCS) models by decoupling the search procedure into a recall stage and a
re-rank stage. Our main technical contribution lies
in the recall stage. Figure 1 illustrates the overall
framework of the proposed approach. CoSHC consists of two components, i.e., Offline and Online.
In Offline, we take the code and description embeddings learned in the given DCS model as input, and
learn the corresponding hash codes by preserving
the relations between the code and description embeddings. In Online, we recall a candidate set of
code snippets according to the Hamming distance
between the query and code, and then we use the
original DCS model to re-rank the candidates.
3.1 Offline Stage
Multiple Code Hashing Design with Code Classification Module Since the capacity of binary
hashing space is very limited compared to Euclidean space, the Hamming distance between similar code snippets will be too small to be distinguishable if we adopt a single Hashing model. To be
specific, we cluster the codebase using K-Means
algorithm with the code embeddings learned from
the given DCS model. The source code whose representation vectors are close to each other will be
classified into the same category after the clustering.
Deep Hashing Module The deep hashing module
aims at generating the corresponding binary hash
codes for the embeddings of code and description
from the original DCS model. Figure 2 illustrates
the framework of the deep hashing module. To
be specific, three fully-connected (FC) layers with
tanh(·) activation function are adopted to replace
the output layer in the original DCS model to convert the original representation vectors into a soft
binary hash code.
The objective of the deep hashing module is
to force the Hamming distance between hashing

representations of code pairs and description pairs
approaching the Euclidean distance between the
corresponding embeddings. Thus, we need to calculate the ground truth similarity matrix between
code pairs and description pairs firstly. For performance consideration, we calculate the similarity
matrix within a mini-batch.
To construct such a matrix, we first define
the code representation vectors and the description representation vectors in the original code
(1)
(n)
search model as VC = {vc , ..., vc } and VD =
(1)
(n)
{vd , ..., vd } , respectively. VC and VD represent the representation vectors matrix for the en(i)
(i)
tire batch, while vc and vd represent the representation vector for the single code snippet or
query. After normalizing VC , VD to V̂C , V̂D with
l2 -norm, we can calculate the code similarity matrices SC = V̂C V̂CT and summary similarity matrices
SD = V̂D V̂DT to describe the similarity among code
representation vectors and summary representation
vectors, respectively. In order to integrate the similarity information in both SC and SD , we combine
them with a weighted sum:
S̃ = βSC + (1 − β)SD , β ∈ [0, 1]

(1)

where β is the weight parameter. Since the pairwise
similarity among the code representation vectors
and description representation vectors still cannot
comprehensively present the distribution condition
of them in the whole embedding space, we involve
a matrix S̃ S̃ T to describe a high order neighborhood similarity that two vectors with high similarity should also have the close similarity to other
vectors. Finally, we utilize a weighted equation to
combine both of these two matrices as follows:
S = (1 − η)S̃ + η

S̃ S̃ T
,
m

(2)

where η is a hyper-parameter and m is the batch
size which is utilized to normalize the second term
in the equation. Since we hope the binary hash
codes of the source code and its corresponding
description to be the same, we replace the diagonal
elements in the similarity matrix with one. The
final high order similarity matrix is:
(
1,
i=j
SFij =
(3)
Sij , otherwise
Binary Hash Code Training We propose to replace the output layer of the original code search
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Figure 1: Overview of the proposed CoSHC. 1 Encoding the code token sequence and description token sequence
via original code retrieval models. 2 Clustering the code representation vectors into several categories. 3 Converting the original code representation vectors into binary hash codes. 5 6 Predicting the category of the query given
by users and set the number of code candidates for different categories. 7 Converting the input query into binary
hash code. 8 Recall the code candidates according to the hamming distance and the number of code candidates
for each category. 9 Re-ranking all the code candidates according to the cosine similarity between the input query
description vectors and code candidates’ representation vectors and return the results to the user.

model with three FC layers with tanh(·) activate
function. We define the trained binary hash code
(1)
(n)
for code and description as BC = {bc , ..., bc }
(1)
(n)
and BD = {bd , ..., bd }, respectively. To ensure
that the relative distribution of binary hash codes
is similar to the distribution of representation vectors in the original embedding space, the following
equation is utilized as the loss function of the deep
hashing module:
T
BC BD
k2F
BC ,BD
d
T
BC BC
k2F
+ λ1 k min(µSF , 1) −
(4)
d
T
BD BD 2
+ λ2 k min(µSF , 1) −
kF ,
d
s.t. BC , BD ∈ {−1, +1}m×d ,

L (θ) = min k min(µSF , 1) −

where θ are model parameters, µ is the weighted
parameters to adjust the similarity score between
different pairs of code and description, λ1 , λ2 are
the trade-off parameters to weight different terms
in the loss function, and d is the dimension of the
binary hash code generated by this deep hashing
module. These three terms in the loss function are
adopted to restrict the similarity among binary hash
codes of the source codes, the similarity among

binary hash codes of the descriptions, and the similarity between the binary hash codes of source code
and description, respectively.
T /d to replace
Note that we adopt BC BD
cos(BC , BD ) because cos(BC , BD ) only measures the angle between two vectors but neglects the length of the vectors, which makes
cos(BC , BD ) can still be a very large value even
the value of every hash bits is close to zero. Unlike
T /d can only achieve a high
cos(BC , BD ), BC BD
value when every bit of the binary hash code is 1
T /d will be close to
or -1 since the value of BC BD
zero if the value of every hash bits is close to zero.
Since it is impractical to impose on the output
of neural network to be discrete values like 1 and
-1, we adopt the following equation to convert the
output of deep hashing module to be strict binary
hash code:
B = sgn(H) ∈ {−1, +1}m×d ,

(5)

where H is the output of the last hidden layer without the activation function in the deep hashing module and sgn(·) is the sign function and the output
of this function is 1 if the input is positive and the
output is -1 otherwise.
However, the gradient of the sign function will
be zero in backward propagation which will induce
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Figure 2: Architecture of the hashing module. The original representation vectors will be utilized for the jointsimilarity matrix construction at first. Then the joint-similarity matrix will be utilized as the labels for training
binary hash codes generation. The training objective is to make the Hamming distance similarity matrix to be
identical as the joint-similarity matrix.

the vanishing gradients problem and affect model
convergence. To address this problem, we follow
the previous research (Cao et al., 2017; Hu et al.,
2019) and adopt a scaling function:
B = tanh(αH) ∈ {−1, +1}m×d ,

(6)

where α is the parameter which is increased during the training. The function of tanh(αH) is an
approximate equation of sgn(H) when α is large
enough. Therefore, the output of Eq. 6 will finally
be converged to 1 or -1 with the increasing of α
during the training and the above problem is addressed.
3.2 Online Stage
Recall and Re-rank Mechanism The incoming
query from users will be fed into the description
category prediction module to calculate the normalized probability distribution of categories at
first. Then the number of code candidates Ri for
each category i will be determined according to
this probability distribution. The Hamming distance between the hash code of the given query and
all the code inside the database will be calculated.
Then code candidates will be sorted by Hamming
distance in ascending order and the top Ri code
candidates in each category i will be recalled. In
the re-rank step, the original representation vectors
of these recalled code candidates will be retrieved
and utilized for the cosine similarity calculation.
Finally, code snippets will be returned to users in
descending order of cosine similarity.
Description Category Prediction Module The
description category prediction module aims to pre-

dict the category of source code that meets user’s
requirement according to the given natural language description. The model adopted for category
prediction is the same as the original code search
model, except that the output layer is replaced with
a one-hot category prediction layer and the crossentropy function is adopted as the loss function of
the model.
Since the accuracy of the description category
prediction module is not perfect, we use the probability distribution of each category instead of the
category with the highest predicted probability as
the recall strategy for code search. We define the
total recall number of source code as N , the normalized predicted probability for each code category
as P = {p1 , ..., pk }, where k is the number of categories. The recall number of source code in each
category is:
Ri = min(bpi · (N − k)c, 1), i ∈ 1, ..., k, (7)
where Ri is the recall number of source code in
category i. To ensure that the proposed approach
can recall at least one source code from each category, we set the minimum recall number for a
single category to 1.

4
4.1

Experiments
Dataset

We use two datasets (Python and Java) provided
by CodeBERT (Feng et al., 2020) to evaluate the
performance of CoSHC. CodeBERT selects the
data from the CodeSearchNet (Husain et al., 2019)
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dataset and creates both positive and negative examples of <description, code> pairs. Since all the
baselines in our experiments are bi-encoder models,
we do not need to predict the relevance score for
the mismatched pairs so we remove all the negative
examples from the dataset. Finally we get 412,178
<description, code> pairs as the training set, 23,107
<description, code> pairs as the validation set, and
22,176 <description, code> pairs as the test set in
the Python dataset. We get 454,451 <description,
code> pairs as the training set, 15,328 <description, code> pairs as the validation set, and 26,909
<description, code> pairs as the test set in the Java
dataset.

4.2 Experimental Setup
In the code classification module, we set the number of cluster to 10. In the deep hashing module, we
add three fully connected (FC) layer in all the baselines, the hidden size of each FC layer is the same
as the dimension of the original representation vectors. Specifically, the hidden size of FC layer for
CodeBERTa, CodeBERT, GraphCodeBERT is 768.
The hidden size of FC layer for UNIF is 512 and
for RNN is 2048. The size of the output binary
hash code for all the baselines is 128. The hyper
parameters β, η, µ, λ1 , λ2 are 0.6, 0.4, 1.5, 0.1, 0.1,
respectively. The parameter α is the epoch number and will be linear increased during the training.
In the query category prediction module, a crossentropy function is adopted as the loss function and
the total recall number is 100.
The learning rate for CodeBERTa, CodeBERT
and GraphCodeBERT is 1e-5 and the learning rate
for UNIF, RNN is 1.34e-4. All the models are
trained via the AdamW algorithm (Kingma and Ba,
2015).
We train our models on a server with four 4x
Tesla V100 w/NVLink and 32GB memory. Each
module based on CodeBERT, GraphCodeBERT
and CodeBERTa are trained with 10 epochs and
Each module based on RNN and UNIF are trained
with 50 epochs. The early stopping strategy is
adopted to avoid overfitting for all the baselines.
The time efficiency experiment is conducted on the
server with Intel Xeon E5-2698v4 2.2Ghz 20-core.
The programming for evaluation is written in C++
and the program is allowed to use single thread of
CPU.

4.3

Baselines

We apply CoSHC on several state-of-the-art and
representative baseline models. UNIF (Cambronero et al., 2019) regards the code as the sequence of tokens and embeds the sequence of
code tokens and description tokens into representation vectors via full connected layer with attention
mechanism, respectively. RNN baseline adopts a
two-layer bi-directional LSTM (Cho et al., 2014)
to encode the input sequences. CodeBERTa 1 is a
6-layer, Transformer-based model trained on the
CodeSearchNet dataset. CodeBERT (Feng et al.,
2020) is a pre-trained model based on Transformer
with 12 layers. Similar to CodeBERT, GraphCodeBERT (Guo et al., 2021) is a pre-trained
Transformer-based model pre-trained with not only
tokens information but also dataflow of the code
snippets. As we introduced, the inference efficiency of cross-encoder based models like CodeBERT is quite low and the purpose of our approach
is to improve the calculation efficiency between the
representation vectors of code and queries. Here
we slightly change the model structure of CodeBERTa, CodeBERT, and GraphCodeBERT. Rather
than concatenating code and query together and inputting them into a single encoder to predict the relevance score of the pair, we adopt the bi-encoder architecture for the baselines, which utilize the independent encoder to encoding the code and queries
into representation vectors, respectively. Also, cosine similarity between the given representation
vector pairs is adopted as the training loss function
to replace the cross entropy function of the output
relevance score.
4.4

Evaluation Metric

SuccessRate@k is widely used by many previous studies (Haldar et al., 2020; Shuai et al., 2020;
Fang et al., 2021; Heyman and Cutsem, 2020). The
metric is calculated as follows:
SuccessRate@k =

Q
1 X
δ(F Rankq ≤ k),
|Q| q=1

(8)

where Q denotes the query set and F Rankq is
the rank of the correct answer for query q. If the
correct result is within the top k returning results,
δ(F Rankq ≤ k) returns 1, otherwise it returns 0.
A higher R@k indicates better performance.
1
https://huggingface.co/huggingface/
CodeBERTa-small-v1
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Python

Java
Total Time

CodeBERT
CoSHC

572.97s
33.87s (↓94.09%)

247.78s
15.78s (↓93.51%)

(1) Vector Similarity Calculation
CodeBERT
CoSHC

531.95s
14.43s (↓97.29%)

234.08s
7.25s (↓96.90%)

(2) Array Sorting
CodeBERT
CoSHC

41.02s
19.44s (↓53.61%)

13.70s
8.53s (↓37.74%)

Table 1: Time Efficiency of CoSHC.

4.5 Experimental Results
In this section, we present the experimental results
and evaluate the performance of CoSHC from the
aspects of retrieval efficiency, overall retrieval performance, and the effectiveness of the internal classification module.
4.5.1 RQ1: How much faster is CoSHC than
the original code search models?
Table 1 illustrates the results of efficiency comparison between the original code search models and
CoSHC. Once the representation vectors of code
and description are stored in the memory, the retrieval efficiency mainly depends on the dimension
of representation vectors rather than the complexity
of the original retrieval model. Therefore, we select
CodeBERT as the baseline model to illustrate efficiency comparison. Since code search process in
both approaches contains vector similarity calculation and array sorting, we split the retrieval process
into these two steps to calculate the time cost.
In the vector similarity calculation step, CoSHC
reduces 97.29% and 96.90% of time cost in the
dataset of Python and Java respectively, which
demonstrates that the utilization of binary hash
code can effectively reduce vector similarity calculation cost in the code retrieval process.
In the array sorting step, CoSHC reduces 53.61%
and 37.74% of time cost in the dataset of Python
and Java, respectively. The classification module
makes the main contribution on the improvement
of sorting efficiency. The sorting algorithm applied
in both original code search model and CoSHC is
quick sort, whose time complexity is O(nlogn).
Classification module divides a large code dataset
into several small code datasets, reducing the avern
age time complexity of sorting to O(nlog m
). The
reason why the improvement of sorting in the Java
dataset is not so significant as in the Python dataset

is that the size of Java dataset is much smaller than
the size of Python dataset. However, the combination of the algorithm of divide and conquer and
max-heap, rather than quick sort, is widely applied
in the big data sorting, which can greatly shrink
the retrieval efficiency gap between these two approaches. Therefore, the improvement of efficiency
in the sorting process will not be as large as what
shown in Table 1.
In the overall code retrieval process, the cost time
is reduced by 94.09% and 93.51% in the dataset
of Python and Java, respectively. Since the vector
similarity calculation takes most of cost time in
the code retrieval process, CoSHC still can reduce
at least 90% of cost time, which demonstrates the
effectiveness on the efficiency improvement in the
code search task.
4.5.2

RQ2: How does CoSHC affect the
accuracy of the original models?
Table 2 illustrates the retrieval performance comparison between the original code search models
and CoSHC. We have noticed that the performance
of the conventional approaches like BM25 (Robertson and Zaragoza, 2009) is not good enough. For
example, we set the token length for both code
and queries as 50, which is the same as the setting
in CodeBERT, and apply BM25 to recall top 100
code candidates for the re-rank step on the Python
dataset. BM25 can only retain 99.3%, 95.6% and
92.4% retrieval accuracy of CodeBERT in terms
of R@1, R@5 and R@10 on the Python dataset.
Here we only compare the performance of our approach with the original code search models since
the purpose of our approach is to preserve the performance of the original code search models. As
can be observed, CoSHC can retain at least 99.5%,
99.0% and 98.4% retrieval accuracy of most original code search models in terms of R@1, R@5 and
R@10 on the Python dataset. CoSHC can also retain 99.2%, 98.2% and 97.7% of the retrieval accuracy as all original code search baselines in terms of
R@1, R@5 and R@10 on the Java dataset, respectively. We can find that CoSHC can retain more
than 97.7% of performance in all metrics. R@1 is
the most important and useful metric among these
metrics since most users hope that the first returned
answer is the correct answer during the search.
CoSHC can retain at least 99.2% of performance
on R@1 in both datasets, which demonstrates that
CoSHC can retain almost the same performance as
the original code search model.
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Python

Model

Java

R@1

R@5

R@10

R@1

R@5

R@10

UNIF
CoSHCUNIF
−w/o classification
−one classification
−ideal classification

0.071
0.072 (↑1.4%)
0.071 (0.0%)
0.069 (↓2.8%)
0.077 (↑6.9%)

0.173
0.177 (↑2.3%)
0.174 (↑0.6%)
0.163 (↓5.8%)
0.202 (↑16.8%)

0.236
0.241 (↑2.1%)
0.236 (0.0%)
0.216 (↓8.5%)
0.277 (↑17.4%)

0.084
0.086 (↑2.4%)
0.085 (↑1.2%)
0.083 (↓1.2%)
0.093 (↑10.7%)

0.193
0.198 (↑2.6%)
0.193 (0.0%)
0.183 (↓5.2%)
0.222 (↑15.0%)

0.254
0.264 (↑3.9%)
0.254 (0.0%)
0.236 (↓7.1%)
0.296 (↑16.5%)

RNN
CoSHCRNN
−w/o classification
−one classification
−ideal classification

0.111
0.112 (↑0.9%)
0.112 (↑0.9%)
0.112 (↑0.9%)
0.123 (↑10.8%)

0.253
0.259 (↑2.4%)
0.254 (↑0.4%)
0.243 (↓4.0%)
0.289 (↑14.2%)

0.333
0.343 (↑5.0%)
0.335 (↑0.6%)
0.311 (↓6.6%)
0.385 (↑15.6%)

0.073
0.076 (↑4.1%)
0.073 (0.0%)
0.075 (↑2.7%)
0.084 (↑15.1%)

0.184
0.194 (↑5.4%)
0.186 (↑1.1%)
0.182 (↓1.1%)
0.221 (↑20.1%)

0.250
0.265 (↑6.0%)
0.253 (↑1.2%)
0.240 (↓4.0%)
0.302 (↑20.8%)

CodeBERTa
CoSHCCodeBERTa
−w/o classification
−one classification
−ideal classification

0.124
0.123 (↓0.8%)
0.122 (↓1.6%)
0.116 (↓6.5%)
0.135 (↑8.9%)

0.250
0.247 (↓1.2%)
0.242 (↓3.2%)
0.221 (↓11.6%)
0.276 (↑10.4%)

0.314
0.309 (↓1.6%)
0.302 (↓3.8%)
0.271 (↓13.7%)
0.346 (↑10.2%)

0.089
0.090 (↑1.1%)
0.089 (0.0%)
0.085 (↓4.5%)
0.100 (↑12.4%)

0.203
0.210 (↑3.4%)
0.201 (↓1.0%)
0.189 (↓6.9%)
0.235 (↑15.8%)

0.264
0.272 ((↑3.0%)
0.258 (↓2.3%)
0.238 (↓9.8%)
0.305 (↑15.5%)

CodeBERT
CoSHCCodeBERT
−w/o classification
−one classification
−ideal classification

0.451
0.451 (0.0%)
0.449 (↓0.4%)
0.425 (↓5.8%)
0.460 (↑2.0%)

0.683
0.679 (↓0.6%)
0.673 (↓1.5%)
0.613 (↓10.2%)
0.703 (↑2.9%)

0.759
0.750 (↓1.2%)
0.742 (↓2.2%)
0.665 (↓12.4%)
0.775 (↑2.1%)

0.319
0.318 (↓0.3%)
0.316 (↓0.9%)
0.304 (↓4.7%)
0.329 (↑3.1%)

0.537
0.533 (↓0.7%)
0.527 (↓1.9%)
0.483 (↓10.1%)
0.555 (↑3.4%)

0.608
0.602 (↓1.0%)
0.593 (↓2.5%)
0.532 (↓12.5%)
0.627 (↑3.1%)

GraphCodeBERT
CoSHCGraphCodeBERT
−w/o classification
−one classification
−ideal classification

0.485
0.483 (↓0.4%)
0.481 (↓0.8%)
0.459 (↓5.4%)
0.494 (↑1.9%)

0.726
0.719 (↓1.0%)
0.713 (↓1.8%)
0.653 (↓10.1%)
0.741 (↑2.1%)

0.792
0.782 (↓1.3%)
0.774 (↓2.3%)
0.698 (↓11.9%)
0.803 (↑1.4%)

0.353
0.350 (↓0.8%)
0.347 (↓1.7%)
0.329 (↓7.8%)
0.361 (↑2.3%)

0.571
0.561 (↓1.8%)
0.553 (↓3.2%)
0.505 (↓11.6%)
0.585 (↑2.5%)

0.640
0.625 (↓2.3%)
0.616 (↓3.7%)
0.551 (↓13.9%)
0.649 (↑1.4%)

Table 2: Results of code search performance comparison. The best results among the three CoSHC variants are
highlighted in bold font.

It is interesting that CoSHC presents a relatively better performance when the performance
of the original code retrieval models is worse.
CoSHCCodeBERTa even outperforms the original
baseline model in Java dataset. CoSHCRNN and
CoSHCUNIF outperform the original model in both
Python and Java datasets. The integration of deep
learning and code classification with recall make
the contribution on this result. The worse performance indicates more misalignment between the
code representation vectors and description representation vectors. Since the code classification and
deep hashing will filter out most of irrelevant codes
in the recall stage, some irrelevant code representation vectors but has high cosine similarity with
the target description representation vectors are filtered, which leads the improvement on the final
retrieval performance.
4.5.3 RQ3: Can the classification module
help improve performance?
Table 2 illustrates the performance comparison between the CoSHC variants which adopt different
recall strategies with query category prediction results. CoSHCw/o classification represents CoSHC

Model

Python
Acc.

Java
Acc.

CoSHCUNIF
CoSHCRNN
CoSHCCodeBERTa
CoSHCCodeBERT
CoSHCGraphCodeBERT

0.558
0.610
0.591
0.694
0.713

0.545
0.535
0.571
0.657
0.653

Table 3: Classification accuracy of the code classification module in each model.

without code classification and description prediction module. CoSHCone classification represents
the CoSHC variant that recalls N − k + 1 candidates in the code category with highest prediction
probability and one in each of the rest categories.
CoSHCideal classification is an ideal classification
situation we set. Assuming the correct description category is known, N − k + 1 candidates are
recalled in the correct category and one candidate
is recalled in each of the rest categories. Note that
the display of CoSHCideal classification is only to explore the upper threshold of performance improvement of the category prediction module and will
not be counted as a variant of CoSHC we compare.
By comparing the performance be-
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tween
CoSHCideal classification
and
CoSHCw/o classification , we can find that correct classification can significantly improve
the retrieval performance. With the ideal category labels, CoSHC can even outperform all
baseline models. As mentioned in Sec. 4.5.2,
code classification can mitigate the problem of
vector pairs misalignment via filtering out wrong
candidates whose representation vectors has high
cosine similarity with the target representation
vectors in the recall stage. The more serious the
misalignment problem, the more effective the
code classification. That is the reason why the
improvement of CoSHC with ground-truth labels
on UNIF, RNN, and CodeBERTa is more significant than the improvement of it on CodeBERT and
GraphCodeBERT since the retrieval accuracy of
former models is much lower than the latter ones.
Similar conclusions can also be drawn at the aspect
of binary hash code distribution via the comparison
between CoSHC and CoSHCideal classification
since CoSHC utilizes the distribution of the
original representation vectors as the guidance
for model training. Therefore, the distribution of
binary hash codes will be similar to the distribution
of original representation vectors.
Since we have explored the theoretical upper
limit of the effectiveness of code classification
for code retrieval, the effectiveness of code classification for code retrieval in the real application will be validated. By comparing the experimental results between CoSHCw/o classification and
CoSHCone classification , we can find that the performance of CoSHC with predicted labels is even
worse than the performance of CoSHC without
code classification module. The reason is that the
accuracy of description category prediction is far
from the satisfactory. Table 3 illustrates the accuracy of description category prediction module in
all baseline models. We regard the category with
the highest probability as the predicted category
from the description category prediction module
and check whether the module could give a correct
prediction. It can be seen that the classification accuracy is not very high (less than 75%). By observing the experimental results of CoSHC in GraphCodeBERT on the Java dataset, we can also find
that low accuracy greatly affect the performance of
CoSHConeclassification , which makes 7.8%, 11.6%,
and 13.9% performance drop in terms of R@1,
R@5, and R@10, respectively.

Fortunately, although the description category
prediction module cannot accurately tell the exact category which this description belongs to,
the module still can give a relative high predicted
probability on the correct category. By comparing the experimental results among all the variants of CoSHC, we can find the performance is
increased significantly once the recall strategy is
replaced to that the number of code candidates
for each category is determined by the normalized
predication probability. CoSHC with new recall
strategy almost achieve the best performance in all
metrics on all baseline models. Even on RNN in
the Python dataset, CoSHC still achieve the same
performance as CoSHC without classification under R@1 and achieve similar performance in other
metrics. Above experimental results have demonstrated the effectiveness of the adoption of code
classification in code search.

5

Conclusion

To accelerate code search, we present CoSHC, a
general method that incorporates deep hashing techniques and code classification. We leverage the twostaged recall and re-rank paradigm in information
retrieval field and apply deep hashing techniques
for fast recall. Furthermore, we propose to utilize a
code classification module to retrieve better quality
code snippets. Experiments on five code search
models show that compared with the original code
search models, CoSHC can greatly improve the
retrieval efficiency meanwhile preserve almost the
same performance.
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